THE LAST DECADE HAS WITNESSED a sharp debate about the significance of the "frontier" in North American history. Among some self-proclaimed "new western historians," the word that Frederick Jackson Turner made synonymous with the study of American expansion has become a shibboleth, denoting a triumphalist and Anglocentric narrative of continental conquest. Even his defenders acknowledge the imperialist suppositions of Turner's thesis, yet some historians continue to assert the significance of a recast frontier. Reconstructed as a zone of intercultural penetration, the frontier has gained a new historiographic lease on life. (1)

In many ways, this reformulation revives the notion of "borderlands" that was closely associated with Turner's protege, Herbert Eugene Bolton. For Bolton, a historian of New Spain's northern territories, Turner's east-to-west model of American development shortchanged the divergent sources of European expansion. More so than Turner's Anglo-American frontier in which pioneer progress necessarily entailed Indian retreat, Bolton's concept of the Spanish borderlands appreciated the extended cohabitation between natives and newcomers that prevailed on the perimeters of European colonial empires. Picking up on this insight, recent historians have substituted "borderland" for all of North America's "frontiers" and, in doing so, have enriched our understanding of the complexity and contingency of intercultural relations. Instead of straightforward conquests, the history of North American borderland-frontiers has been rewritten to emphasize the accommodations between invaders and indigenes and the hybrid residuals of these encounters. (2)

Yet the recent alignment of frontiers as borderlands has often buried an aspect of Bolton's story. For Bolton, northern New Spain was a different kind of frontier because it highlighted the friction between two Old World powers in the New: Spain and England. Too often, students of borderlands neglect the
power politics of territorial hegemony. They overlook the essentially competitive nature of European imperialism and the ways in which these rivalries shaped transitions from colonies to nation-states in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Absent the interimperial dimension of borderlands, the cross-cultural relations that defined frontiers take on a too simple face: "Europe" blurs into a single element, and "Indians" merge into a common front.

Moreover, by stressing the persistence of cross-cultural mixing, social fluidity, and the creation of syncretic formations, new work on borderlands-frontiers has downplayed profound changes in favor of continuity. In such work, a timeless legacy of cultural continuity shrouds the rise and fall of empires, the struggles between emerging independent nation-states, and the fate of increasingly dependent indigenous and métis/mestizo peoples. By contrast, Turner's frontier-warts and all-took into account the underlying transformations. Problematic as efforts to isolate apertures and closures have been, Turner's frontier concept at least insisted on temporal boundaries.(3)

In this essay, we seek to disentangle frontiers from borderlands to rescue the virtues of each construct. By frontier, we understand a meeting place of peoples in which geographic and cultural borders were not clearly defined. Consistent with recent studies of frontiers as borderless lands, we stress how intercultural relations produced mixing and accommodation as opposed to unambiguous triumph. Yet Bolton's original accent on the region as a site of imperial rivalry is no less important. Accordingly, we reserve the designation of borderlands for the contested boundaries between colonial domains. In a pairing of the intercolonial and intercultural dimensions, differences of European rationales and styles come to the fore, as do shifts in those rationales and styles. Equally important to the history of borderlands and frontiers were the ways in which Indians exploited these differences and compelled these shifts, partly to resist submission but mainly to negotiate intercultural relations on terms more to their liking. In this fashion, borderlands and frontiers together provide us with the vocabulary to describe the variegated nature of European imperialism and of indigenous reactions to colonial encroachments. This essay, in short, argues that the conflicts over borderlands shaped the peculiar and contingent character of frontier relations.

Nor, we insist, was this a timeless process across what Patricia Nelson Limerick has provocatively, if misleadingly, categorized as an "unbroken past." Like Turner's opening and closing frontier, borderlands also signifies an era with discrete turning points. Across the Atlantic in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Old World empires imploded, yielding to new political configurations. In North America, as these dynasties ceded to nation-states, a new liberal cant came to govern international affairs. By no means was this a frictionless transition. Well into the nineteenth century, bellicose citizens of the United States coveted the lands of their neighbors—as Upper Canadians learned during the War of 1812 and northern Mexicans painfully discovered in the 1830s and especially in the 1840s. By the century's end, however, treaties recognized borders. The lexicon of mutual respect for boundaries inscribed in treaties crept into international diplomacy. What is more, with few exceptions, competition in trade and not territorial dominion was, by the end of the nineteenth century, the guiding framework of power politics. This shift from inter-imperial struggle to international coexistence turned borderlands into bordered lands. To the peoples for whom contested borderlands afforded room to maneuver and preserve some element of autonomy, this transition narrowed the scope for political independence. With states claiming exclusive dominions over all territories within their borders, Indians lost the ability to play off rivalries; they could no longer take advantage of occupying the lands "in between." Thus, as colonial borderlands gave way to national borders, fluid and "inclusive" intercultural frontiers yielded to hardened and more "exclusive" hierarchies.(4)

We hope that reformulating the borderlands concept along these lines offers a framework for a more comparative and common "American" history—a call that Bolton once issued in the pages of the
In the spirit of Bolton's "Epic of Greater America," this essay explores the transition from borderlands to borders in three North American theaters: the Great Lakes, the Lower Missouri Valley, and the Greater Rio Grande Basin. In the eighteenth century, each of these frontier regions was the site of intense imperial rivalry and of particularly fluid relations between indigenous peoples and European interlopers—in other words, these were borderlands. But, by the early nineteenth century, as empires were succeeded by incipient nation-states and imperial rivalries faded in North America, ethnic and social relations rigidified. From a borderland world in which ethnic mixing prevailed and in which still independent Indian and mestizo/métis peoples negotiated favorable terms of trade with competing colonial regimes, border fixing opened a new chapter in North American history in which property rights, citizenship, and population movements became the purview of state authorities.

By no means were the Great Lakes, the Missouri Valley, and the Rio Grande the only American borderlands. Florida, Central America, the River Plate, and northeastern Brazil could almost as easily have been included in our pantheon of case studies. In these regions also, empires competed for control, and indigenous peoples played imperial rivals off against one another. Still, our collaboration on a world history text suggests that the opportunities imperial rivalry presented to Indian peoples in the Great Lakes, the Missouri Valley, and the Rio Grande were not readily replicated around the globe. For reasons that lie beyond the scope of this essay, but on which we invite discussion in the subsequent forum, peoples in between were not always able to negotiate favorable terms of trade or create inclusive frontiers, as they did in certain American borderlands. Here, we limit our inquiry to the Great Lakes, the Missouri Valley, and the Rio Grande, because these borderlands overlapped temporally. The eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries saw the French, British, and Spanish empires lock into a bitter struggle for supremacy in North America at more or less the same time. More important, the fates of the borderlands were linked together. Over the long run, as this essay details, European and indigenous fortunes in one area shaped—if not dictated—outcomes in the other North American borderlands.

WE BEGIN IN THE GREAT LAKES, where imperial rivalries allowed the greatest degree of Indian autonomy and where the bordered future first dawned. The Great Lakes region that now forms the boundary between the United States and Canada, what the French called the pays d'en haut, was contested territory before there was a United States, Canada, or even a New France. It was, however, Europeans' drive for the North American peltry that turned these woodlands into borderlands. Beginning in the seventeenth century, the fur trade molded the pattern of imperial competition and indigenous responses from one end of the Great Lakes to the other. In the middle of the eighteenth century, the focus of British-French rivalry had shifted to this region straddling the Great Lakes. Taking advantage of European dependence on Indian allies and traders, indigenes shaped the parameters of intercultural trade and military engagement. But, during the second half of the eighteenth century, the equation changed. If warfare brought these borderlands into existence, it also undid them: a series of wars—the Seven Years' War, the American Revolution, and the War of 1812—shattered the balance of forces and transformed the Great Lakes borderlands into a boundary between emerging nation-states. In the process, Indians lost first their power to determine the terms of exchange and, subsequently, were stripped of most of their lands.

Big changes, it should be emphasized, were already afoot in the century prior to "contact." In the fifteenth century, the League of the Iroquois emerged among the previously conflict-ridden villagers of western New York. As Matthew Dennis has argued, the league aspired to "cultivate a landscape of peace." Among the peoples of the Iroquois' symbolically extended long house, violence diminished. Outside the confederacy, however, bellicose ways still prevailed.

European colonialism exacerbated existing enmities by altering the means and ends of intra-Indian conflicts. Across the breadth of the Great Lakes country, European microbes triggered epidemics in
places where Europeans were barely known. In and around Iroquoia, populations declined by 50 percent. As in precolonial times, replenishing numbers by taking and then adopting captives remained a chief rationale for warfare. But the pressures were much greater than before, and, with Dutch-supplied firearms, the Iroquois had new means to wage combat. More important, they had new ends: where precolonial ways of war venerated symbolic demonstrations of courage while limiting actual bloodshed, seventeenth-century Iroquois raids aimed at gaining control of fur-bearing and fur-trading territories. A series of forays against Huron towns and later against Ohio and Illinois villages caused the disappearance of some peoples and the dislocation of others. Refugees scattered south, east, and especially west, recongregating in multi-ethnic communities around Lake Michigan and Lake Superior. (8)

The fur trade grafted onto as much as it transformed the divisions between Great Lakes Indians. That many of them were already engaged in the trade made it easier for Europeans to adapt to an existing material culture and tap into precolonial rivalries. Indian producers, however, had other ideas, and here, more than any other North American frontier, symbiotic exchange shaped the patterns of Indian-European relations. (9)

Traders led the French advance into the Great Lakes hinterland, followed by missionaries. From a base in the St. Lawrence, French traders fanned out into the interior, adopting aboriginal technologies for communication and transportation. During the seventeenth century, traders on both sides of the ethnic divide became skilled negotiators over the price and political significance of the exchange. Thus this intercultural trade quickly evolved into political allegiances, bringing Algonquian and Huron peoples, whose commercial links stretched as far as the upper Great Lakes, into alliance with the French. (10)

French penetration and the advantage given to Indian groups north of the Great Lakes brought French allies into conflict with Iroquois to the south—who themselves were engaged in analogous relations first with the Dutch and later English through the Hudson River waterway. This rivalry over the Great Lakes would prove devastating, especially to Huronia, and set the tone for a persistent competition for the gateway to northern North America. (11)

By the mid-seventeenth century, the rivalry began to congeal. As beaver stocks were depleted, Iroquois-Huron competition mounted, culminating in the destruction of Huronia in the 1640s. Coupled with the defection of the fur-trading firm of Groseillers and Raddison to the English and the creation of the Hudson's Bay Company in 1670, French traders rushed to reconstruct exchange networks, to rebuild the Huron intermediating roles, and to defend against other European traders. The pattern of diplomatic-commercial relations did not radically change with the evisceration of Huronia, but the mere coexistence that typified the French-Huron alliance yielded to more intimate bonds. In accord with Indian customs, nuptial alliances and métissage became the metaphor for political entente. Moreover, purely commercial calculations were subordinated to the mandates of intercultural diplomacy. So long as Indians were in the position to demand gifts as the price of alliance, the administrators of the French Empire had little choice but to sacrifice profits to presents. (12)

Global imperial struggles heightened these political imperatives. After the War of the Spanish Succession (1701-14), the French moved to hem the English in along the Atlantic seaboard. Doing so required a more extensive presence in the interior, and the fur trade gained additional geo-political significance. The French deepened the central practice forged in the Huronia days—to combine indissolubly economic exchange relations with a network of political alliances.

From the Algonquians' vantage point, the alliances constructed on trade and diplomacy offered greater security and improved material conditions. For those Great Lakes peoples who aligned themselves with the French "father," French protection and firearms deterred Indian enemies, including the Fox of the
Illinois country, as well as the Sioux to the west. The flow of trade goods contributed to Indian well-being, even as they altered household and village relations. Clothing, sewing implements, and hunting supplies inducted Indian women into trade and made many traders' wives pivotal brokers of intercultural exchanges.\(^{(13)}\)

Competition from the Hudson's Bay Company in the north and Anglo-American traders to the south fueled the drive to consolidate the sprawling postes du nord. By the 1730s and 1740s, permanent posts were built as far as the Lower Saskatchewan River, checking the encroachment of the Hudson's Bay Company. These posts—with hubs at the present-day Straits of Mackinac and Detroit, Michigan—served as nodal points for formalized commercial-diplomatic relations. The French never proclaimed territorial sovereignty, merely the right of passage to posts, thus enabling Indians to shape considerably the terms of exchange. For the French, preserving the fealty of Indian allies involved greater attention to reciprocity and rising investments in "gifting." Herein flourished the political economy of what Richard White has called "the middle ground."\(^{(14)}\)

However, this tenuous common world forged by French men and Algonquian men and women—replete with ethnic mixing, syncretism, and cohabitation—rested on the contingencies of imperial rivalry. And these contingencies in turn depended on underlying shifts in metropolitan power balances. The growing population of the British colonies and English traders' increased presence in the traditional bailiwicks of New France destabilized the inclusive foundations of French-Algonquian relations. For the four decades after the Treaty of Utrecht (1713), New England and New France lived in tense, competitive peace, interrupted by an inconclusive war in 1744, and ultimately brought to a close by the events of 1759, with the fall of Quebec and Niagara. Ironically, France was winning the battle for control of the fur trade; Albany could not meet the Montreal challenge so long as the French were prepared to forsake profits in favor of presents. Gift giving and alliances had their costs: so long as the peltry trade dominated the economic concerns of merchant capitalists in Montreal and policy makers in France, population growth through arable agricultural settlement was at best a secondary goal. For the French, continental sprawl did not translate into large-scale permanent settlement of the frontier or a particular interest in the commodification of Indians' primary resource: subsistence lands.\(^{(15)}\)

British encroachment and French defensiveness presented Indians in between with possibilities—and perils. Many Indians favored English goods and drove harder and more expensive bargains with their French allies. Nor were the military bonds quite as solid as the French hoped; Indians were content to refer to the French as "fathers" to reinforce French obligations, but this did not imply deference to ethnic hierarchies. Among the Miami of the Wabash River, who had long ties with the French, splits emerged by the middle of the eighteenth century. Neighboring peoples also shifted between Anglo and Franco-orientations. For a moment, power balances preserved the patina of Indian autonomy and seemingly strengthened their bargaining position.\(^{(16)}\)

Warfare jeopardized this borderland balance. Once its strength, French reliance on Indian allies became a debility. The thin reach of the French in North America made its hinterland the weak point of empire, and it was here—not in Europe—that the British chose to strike its decisive blows in the Seven Years' War (1756-63). Hemmed in, the British began changing borderland rules. Intercultural diplomacy gave way to a spirit of outright conquest. Territorial colonization replaced exchange. To be sure, at the very edges of their domain, especially in the Ohio Valley, the British partially respected borderland ways. Only with the French gone and imperial rivalry eclipsed did the British, with Jeffrey Amherst as commander-in-chief and governor-general leading the way, attempt to impose unilateral commercial rules. Thus, in North America, the British sphere became the first to host the transition from borderland to frontier colonies.\(^{(17)}\)
This was the first chapter in the waning of these borderlands. If Amherst aimed to accelerate the obliteration of borderland ways to emphasize the unrivaled presence of the British, his plans inspired a series of loosely coordinated uprisings among the Indians of the Great Lakes country from 1763 to 1764. Here, the British saw the lurking French hand. Indeed, the Indians fought to restore, if not the French presence, then the borderland legacy. In the wake of the Indian revolt, the British recoiled from ushering in a phase of full-throated, unmediated frontier dominion.\(^{(18)}\)

The next phase in the demise came with the American Revolution. Like the British after the Seven Years’ War, American authorities picked up on Amherst's aborted designs. They, too, attempted to dictate the terms of intercourse. Furthermore, the national independence of the American republic removed the restraining influence that British policy had attempted to exert on the expansion of colonial settlement. In the wake of the revolution, swarms of westering settlers pursuing personal independence through private land ownership poured into the Ohio Valley. As never before, the lands of Great Lakes Indians became the targets for European occupation. This was a decisive moment in the shift from borderlands to bordered lands.\(^{(19)}\)

But the borderland era was not over yet. What gave it new life was the short-lived rivalry between the American republic and the holdover British domain in Canada. Effectively, once the British were left with nothing but the old French terrain by 1783, they began acting increasingly as their old foe had. When overhunting depleted the supply of animals in the Great Lakes, trade ceased to be the locus of British-Indian relations. What bound Great Lakes Indians to the British was less mutual material gain than political survival. Once again, the diplomatic component of Indian-European relations on the north side of the border should not be diminished. British North Americans found in "Indian resistance" a decisive military resource with which to thwart republican ambitions to annex Upper Canada.\(^{(20)}\)

The Indians, in turn, found in the British offer of alliances cause for confidence in their struggle to retain control over their livelihood and land against an expansionist settlement drive further south. Between French withdrawal and the War of 1812, Great Lakes Indians followed a variety of strategies to thwart further American occupation of their countries and to force British partners back to the terms of exchange that had prevailed in the French era. At least until the French Revolution, Great Lakes Indians won significant British compliance. Into the early 1790s, a multi-ethnic Indian confederacy more than held its own against a confederation of American states that seemed anything but united.\(^{(21)}\)

The late eighteenth century, though, was the twilight for the Great Lakes borderland. The old peltry grounds south of the lakes became the negotiating chips between British and American authorities. Britain in 1783, like France in 1763, chose to make peace with its political rival by abandoning its Indian allies in the hinterland. But the upheaval of 1789 undid Anglo-American detente. The French revolutionary wars pitted the United States against the British once more in the early 1790s. The colonial masters north of the Great Lakes again turned to Indian allies to check southern expansionists. But the hungry and fractured Indian forces were defeated at the Battle of Fallen Timbers, and what was a limited military blow became a diplomatic catastrophe when the British decided that their fear of Jacobinism outweighed their fear of republicanism. Betraying Great Lake Indians, the British forfeited the western posts south of the lakes to the United States in Jay's Treaty (1794). The following year, Indians surrendered their sovereignty over much of Ohio in the Treaty of Greenville.\(^{(22)}\)

The War of 1812 signaled the last gasp of the Great Lakes borderland. The British flirted once again with their Indian allies, raising hopes of a world restored. Too much can be made of this misalliance, and we wish to underscore that British North Americans embraced Indian allies not out of an ontological disposition but out of contingent necessity. As Upper Canadian agriculture began developing in the
1790s with the settlement of refugees from the wars south of the border, the inclusiveness of the Great Lakes borderland was even imperiled in its core. The War of 1812 nurtured a brief revival of mutual dependency, but the peace brought by the Treaty of Ghent marked a new diplomatic order that solidified the border between the American republic and British North American possessions. The Rush-Bagot Convention of 1817 permanently disarmed the Great Lakes.\(^{(23)}\)

Thereafter, international diplomacy between sovereign states fixed the lines separating political communities in northern North America. As liberal constitutionalism became the idiom of rights, entitlements, and membership within political communities, no one consulted--as they might have even a generation earlier--Indians. As the border between Canada and the United States extended westward, Indian territories became home to independent proprietors, idealized citizens of liberal regimes, to the exclusion of its original dwellers.

**IN THE EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY,** the practice of expulsion seeped from the Great Lakes down the Mississippi and up the Missouri valleys. By its actions and its inactions, the American republic quickly dissolved decades of borderland accommodation. As in the Great Lakes, inclusive relations gave way to exclusive occupations in the Missouri Country. And yet, as in the Great Lakes, this was not a simple, linear story.

For millennia, where the Ohio and Missouri rivers joined the Mississippi, more ethnic streams met than anywhere on the North American continent. A thousand years ago, the middle Mississippi Valley boasted the largest urban complex north of Mesoamerica. At its peak, the trade networks that passed through Cahokia (Illinois) pulled peoples in from more than fifty villages scattered across the lower Ohio and Missouri valleys. Beyond these immediate hinterlands, archaeological evidence confirms the almost continental reach of Cahokia. Even after Cahokia's decline, the confluence of major rivers continued to bring distant peoples together. Chief among the Lower Missouri peoples were the Osages, who complemented horticulture and hunting with extensive trade up and down the Missouri river system.\(^{(24)}\)

From the south, Spaniards wandered near this region in the middle of the sixteenth century. They left without a trace, save their microbes. A little more than a century later, French traders from the Great Lakes introduced their brand of colonialism to the Mississippi Valley. The earliest French settlers (habitants) resided in the Illinois country on the eastern side of the Mississippi, but in the middle of the eighteenth century, Sainte Genevieve became the first French village across the river. Settled primarily from the Great Lakes, Sainte Genevieve and subsequent French towns in the Missouri Country, not surprisingly, resembled Canadian riverine villages. Still, the presence in these towns of a small number of slaves of African descent showed the influence of the lower Mississippi Valley on the new settlements in the Missouri Country.\(^{(25)}\)

In addition to the origins of its colonists and the layout of its towns and fields, eighteenth-century Missouri followed the Great Lakes in the character of its intercultural relations. Few in number and far from the Laurentian heartland of New France, European colonists found good reason to extend "the middle ground." Once again, the imperatives of the fur trade provided the best reason to pursue amicable ties with resident Indian peoples. As in the Great Lakes, marriages between French men and Indian women proved the most effective means to cement trading bonds and forge diplomatic alliances.\(^{(26)}\)

Here, as in the Great Lakes, trade and peace were imperfectly preserved. During the mid-eighteenth century, Osages and Missouri Indians occasionally raided Sainte Genevieve and other west bank settlements to steal horses. These forays disturbed the peace, but little blood was shed. Indeed, both raiders and raided seemed intent on avoiding killings that might escalate into widening rounds of
retaliatory violence. Still, the disturbances continued, and by the early 1790s, a general war seemed in the offing. (27)

By then, of course, France had long since ceded its claims in the Mississippi Valley to Spain. But, on its own, the change in colonial regimes does not account for the breakdown in Indian-European accommodation. As with previous Spanish expansion (to be discussed below), defensive considerations prompted the move into the heartland of North America: to extend a buffer against the ability of European rivals to threaten the silver-rich districts of Mesoamerica. But the transfer that opened the "Spanish years” in Louisiana did not bring many Spaniards to the Mississippi Valley. Only a handful of Spanish officials actually set foot in Missouri. Most of the lieutenant-governors who administered the Illinois and Upper Louisiana territories continued to be French creoles. Nor did Spanish authorities attempt to hispanicize the customs, manners, or language of the habitants. For most colonists, the change in colonial regimes made little difference. (28)

For many Indians as well, life went on as before. Abandoning the conquest and tribute-taking policies that had prevailed in the borderlands to the southwest, Spanish administrators decided instead to follow the French lead. Just as the British in the 1760s emulated French policies, so, too, the Spanish adopted the model of borderland accommodation. Spanish emissaries assured Missouri's Indians that trade would be encouraged and gifts would be given. Some even tried to persuade Mississippi Valley Indians that the French and Spanish were one people, that the real and fictive kinship networks cementing the old commercial-diplomatic alliance were as solid as ever. (29)

Developments beyond the borders of Louisiana undermined Spanish efforts to fill French shoes. The end of the American Revolution allowed Anglo-American expansion into the Ohio Valley once again. Some of the displaced Indians moved across the border north of the Great Lakes; others sought refuge across the Mississippi in Spanish Louisiana. During the 1780s, over a thousand Shawnees and several hundred Delawares crossed the Mississippi to settle in southeastern Missouri. Because Spanish officials also feared Anglo-American expansion, they welcomed westering Indians into Missouri. These pioneers, it was hoped, would defend Spanish Louisiana against their "cruelest enemies" and would provide a buffer between colonial settlements and Osage raiders. (30)

For the same reasons, but especially in hopes of checking American expansion, Spanish officials paradoxically began to encourage the migration of Anglo-Americans into Missouri. Spain's inability to people Louisiana with Catholic European émigrés forced colonial authorities to reverse the policy that had blocked Anglos from settling across the Mississippi. Taking advantage of the new policy, an influx of Kentuckians and Tenenneses came to Missouri during the 1790s in search of land. From St. Louis to New Madrid, Anglo-Americans established farmsteads on the west side of the Mississippi and up the lower reaches of the Missouri. By 1800, newcomers outnumbered creoles in Missouri. (31)

Instead of securing the Spanish regime, the immigration policy created more problems than it solved. The relocation of Ohio Valley Indians and Anglo-Kentuckians forced Osages to share their hunting lands and threatened their control over the lower Missouri fur trade. Not unlike the responses of Great Lakes Indians to similar encroachments, the Osages adopted a twofold strategy of migration and confrontation. On the one hand, they moved their villages south and west away from contested lands. On the other, they stepped up their raids against interlopers. During the early 1790s, horse stealing became even more of a problem in creole towns. But Osage warriors only killed selectively: they reserved that fate for Indian refugees and (especially) Anglo-American migrants from the Ohio Valley. (32)

The Spanish inability to preserve relative borderland calm led to inconsistent policies--a sign that the Madrid Bourbons were running out of effective options for defending their peripheral outposts. Alarmed
at the mayhem, Spanish authorities resorted to militarizing control: they suspended diplomatic gift-giving and curbed trade. This made things worse. The Osages intensified their attacks, threatening to embroil the region in wholesale bloodletting. Seeking to avert a full-scale war against the Osages, the Spanish returned to a strategy of commercial-diplomatic alliance. The chief architect of the truce was the creole fur trader Auguste Chouteau. Along with six Osage chiefs, Chouteau traveled to New Orleans and brokered a new arrangement. The 1794 agreement called for the Spanish to build a fort near Osage villages and granted Chouteau a monopoly over trade with the tribe. Although Chouteau's exclusivity caused some grumbling among rival merchants, it did reopen the lower Missouri fur trade. And while the Spanish-Osage alliance lacked the intimate foundations of the Great Lakes borderland, it did temporarily restore peace to the Missouri Country.\(^{(33)}\)

Still, the influx of Anglo-Americans eroded the basis for a lasting Spanish regime in the Mississippi Valley. Behind the solicitation of Anglo-Americans was the expectation that they (or at least their descendants) would convert to Catholicism and become loyal subjects of the Spanish crown--even assisting in the defense of the colony against any invasion from the United States. Widespread discontent in Kentucky and the weakness of national attachments among trans-Appalachian pioneers gave Spanish officials reason to hope. But it was American officials who most delighted in the success of the Spanish policy. "I wish a hundred thousand of our inhabitants would accept the invitation," wrote Thomas Jefferson to George Washington. To Jefferson, the immigration of Americans into Louisiana promised to deliver "to us peaceably what may otherwise cost a war."\(^{(34)}\)

Jefferson was prophetic. As president, he completed the peaceful acquisition of Louisiana and opened up for Anglo-American householders an "empire for liberty." Of course, if the experience of Ohio Valley and Great Lakes Indians was any guide, the expansion of the American republic promised Indians only an end to liberty.

The incorporation of Missouri into the United States did not immediately foreclose borderland ways. In southeastern Missouri, westering Indians and westering Anglo-Americans coexisted for a decade after the Louisiana Purchase. Along the Mississippi and the lower Missouri, communities of refugee Indians were interspersed among clusters of Anglo-American farms. If they had been mapped, the borders between Indian and Anglo settlements would have been difficult to make out as yet. In the mutual process of "frontiering," both Indians and pioneers had developed novel arrangements, blending material cultures, subsistence systems, and common landscapes. Both sets of pioneers united against Osage threats, and both joined in more friendly rituals such as hunting, horse racing, gambling, drinking, and dancing.\(^{(35)}\)

Marital unions facilitated this easy familiarity and peopled a melting pot with mixed-ancestry offspring. On the lower Missouri frontier in the early nineteenth century, claimed John Mack Faragher, "a syncretic society" emerged and persisted. Certainly, the character of social intercourse and the prevalence of ethnic mixing made Missouri distinctive--although these distinctions often troubled contemporary observers. The population of Missouri was "composed of the dregs of Kentucky, France," and Indians, wrote the English traveler Thomas Ashe in 1806. It was "even more motley than Mackinaw," according to Washington Irving.\(^{(36)}\)

Irving stretched the truth. Compared with the Great Lakes, early nineteenth-century Missouri was a middle-ground failure. Neither Jefferson nor Jeffersonian officials displayed much understanding for the common world and the commercial diplomatic alliance made by Algonquians and French (and sometimes emulated by the British) in the Great Lakes. Assimilation, not mutual acculturation, was the highest ideal of republican leaders. And when Indians failed to assimilate quickly enough, Jefferson and his agents jettisoned high ideals in favor of a more pragmatic policy that involved persuading Indians to
cede lands and move west. To be sure, federal officials offered annuities to vanquished peoples and spoke of commercial-diplomatic alliances with Indians who remained too powerful to conquer. As long as American leaders worried about European rivals in the Mississippi Valley, they treated Missouri Indians carefully. Ohio Valley refugees were left alone, and Osages were entreated with presents and trading posts. But maintaining Missouri as an intercultural borderland was never a goal of American statesmen. (37)

Following the War of 1812, the focal point of imperial competition shifted west of the Mississippi Valley, and the American republic stepped up pressure against Missouri's Indians. Actually, in Missouri, it was not so much what territorial officials and national soldiers did as what they failed to do: protect Indian claims against the tens of thousands of Anglo-Americans who moved to Missouri and squatted on Indian lands after the Treaty of Ghent. Already before the war, the competition for lands between emigrant Indians and emigrant Anglo-Americans was heating up. Then, however, Governor Meriwether Lewis had issued a stern proclamation, warning squatters to depart "punctually." Afterward, as the population of the Missouri territory skyrocketed, the pressure on Indians increased. Territorial authorities went mute. Where previously distant federal authorities had allowed fur-trading interests to dominate territorial offices, the administration of Missouri came under more democratic rules after the War of 1812. Local control ushered the triumph of outspoken agrarians, who promised to secure land titles for their white male constituents. Officials who stood in the way of democratic demands by defending Indian rights found their positions untenable. In much the same way, outsiders who opposed the extension of slavery faced the wrath of Missouri voters. (38)

While the War of 1812 marked a critical divide between Missouri's borderland past and its "border state" future, the speed with which the "syncretic society" unraveled suggests that the blending was always more incomplete than it appeared. The convergence of Indian and Anglo-American ways had also occurred in the Great Lakes. But there and in Missouri, what made Indians and pioneers similar did not make them the same. The patriarchal household relations brought west by Anglo-American men did not mesh well with Indian gender systems. Nor was the quest for private landholdings easily reconciled with woodland Indian property regimes. As Anglo-American pioneers overwhelmed and displaced their syncretic predecessors, Missourians reinvented borderlands as virgin lands. This reinvention legitimated the consolidation of privatized property, making Missouri a gateway for the westward expansion of the United States and providing the girders for "manifest destiny." (39)

Unlike the Great Lakes, the lower Missouri borderlands did not become an international border. Up and down the Mississippi and all along the Missouri River, American sovereignty faced no colonial or national rival after the War of 1812. With no other contestant for regional hegemony, American officials treated Indians as subject peoples. To century's end, Indians in the upper Missouri Valley resisted the occupation of their lands, but they lacked the power of peoples in between to thwart American expansion.

THE NORTHERN BORDERS OF NEW SPAIN were for Bolton the classic, indeed only, borderlands. Yet, ironically, the greater Rio Grande was the last region to become a true borderland. Well into the eighteenth century, Spain continued to deal with Indian peoples as subjects and not partners. Only belatedly, in response to threats from colonial rivals, did Iberian authorities turn to the diplomacy of gift-alliances and commercial exchange. Their heirs in the Mexican Republic, however, could not solidify these tentative borderland arrangements. Thus it was that in northern Mexico the United States deployed manifest destiny to mount a war of conquest, attempting first to eviscerate the borderlands and then to push the border between the United States and the Republic of Mexico south to the Rio Grande.
Spain's initial policies regarding its North American claims derived in large part from the empire's early experience in which indigenous peoples were treated as subjects of the crown and not sovereign in their own right. Spain's first mainland contact and conquest involved confrontation with a stratified and extended empire, the Aztecs. If the French and British made contact with, and eventually gained prominence over, far less complex and sedentary societies, the Spanish developed policies designed to incorporate vast tributary domains. In the main, these efforts culminated with military conquest in the truest sense of the term. The idea was to integrate Indian fiscal and tributary structures to serve Madrid's dynastic ambitions. This ethic of empire governed policy choices for the northern periphery of New Spain, even though the peoples of this semi-arid region differed remarkably from those of the Valley of Mexico. Not until the eighteenth century did the Spanish recognize the necessity of experimenting with borderland-style accommodation.\(^{(40)}\)

The natives of northern Mexico resembled their cousins to the north more than they did the Aztecs to their south. Living in loose groupings of scattered settlements--"pueblos"--spanning a spectrum of people from the Penutian-speaking Zunis to Uto-Aztecan Hopis--some relied on stable settlements and arable agriculture. Furthermore, semi-sedentary peoples followed migratory routes of mobile arable agriculture. Extensive trading networks fanned out as far as current-day Panama. But far-flung villages, linguistic heterogeneity, and localism inhibited the pattern of conquest exemplified in the Aztec domain, the decapitation of which enabled Spaniards--with greater or lesser resistance--to lay claim to extended tribute-paying populations.\(^{(41)}\)

The Spanish aim, what might be called paternalistic pacification, was riddled with deep ambivalences. On the one hand, the crown sought to protect Indians from excessively brutal Spaniards. On the other, authorities advocated gradual assimilation through Christianization and, where possible, tribute payment or labor services. Both objectives were collapsed in the concept of the República de los Indios, a juric domain separate from the mainstream Hispanic population but no less loyal to the crown. By this means, paternalistic pacification sought to ensure the fealty of subjects. In contrast to the traders of New France and the land-hungry Anglo-American pioneers, public officials and missionaries composed New Spain's vanguard. Spain's frontier policy was neither inclusionary à la the middle ground, nor exclusionary in the Anglo-American mold. It can better be described as integrating far-flung Indian peoples for the sake of dominion but not dispossessioning them entirely.\(^{(42)}\)

Having discovered major silver deposits in the region of Zacatecas in the 1540s, Spanish conquerors spread their domain further north and established in 1563 the vast northern province of Nueva Vizcaya, embracing the frontier region from southern Chihuahua to Saltillo, from which all expeditions into New Mexico and the Mississippi would be staged. Until the late seventeenth century, the north was of little interest, for tribute payment was difficult, the population too dispersed to serve as effective sources of mining labor, and the establishment of encomiendas a discredited option for incorporating new territories (especially after the New Laws of 1542, designed to protect Indians from Spanish exploitation). After Juan de Oñate's ill-fated New Mexican venture, the northern frontier became a "military-missionary venture." A combination of missions, mainly Franciscans and later Jesuits, and presidios--military outposts--staked out the Spanish claim. Pioneered by the vanguards of military conquest and religious conversion, Spanish civilians never migrated en masse to this region, nor for that matter to Spain's other northern provinces.\(^{(43)}\)

If Bolton conceived of frontier missions as one-way vectors to strip aboriginals of their native cultures, he left half the story out: Indians resisted much of Catholic penetration or used friars as buffers against civilian Spanish exploitation. The long-term effect was as varied as the people the friars encountered. On the whole, they did better among sedentary villagers, such as the Yaquis, than semi-nomads such as the Apaches. Indeed, settlements of mission converts (reducciones) made easy prey for predators. The
combination of the Spanish spreading from the south and natives fleeing from the north and east compressed the subsistence base, especially of nomads, forcing them into sustenance by plunder. Undaunted, missionaries continued to carry out their purposes. (44)

Military outposts also dotted the land. In the wake of the 1680 Pueblo Revolt, Spanish officials called for greater investment of manpower, resources, and a comprehensive pacification of Indians. As it was, frontier Indians were increasingly forced to rely on the defenses of Spanish presidios as Apache nations proved a greater menace to their livelihoods than Spanish acculturation. From the beginning of the eighteenth century, military outposts existed largely to ward off Apaches--other Indians were willing to accept the Spanish protective umbrella.

One might ask why the Spanish bothered to protect such a troublesome and unremunerative territory. A simple answer lies in the importance of the mainstay of Spanish New World imperialism: silver. The ebb and flow of precious metal dictated the economic rationale behind frontier expansion. If Zacatecas was the mother lode, Nueva Vizcaya boasted its own lucrative mines in Santa Barbara, the Valley of San Bartolomé, and after 1630 the bonanza at San José del Parral. However, predatory Indians made mining camps and settlements their targets for lucrative raiding. The "Great Northern Revolt" provoked by the pueblo uprising of 1680 led to Indian attacks as far south as Durango, leaving many mining centers razed. Mining also intensified local demand for foodstuffs and pastoral products. Some regions, such as the Santa Barbara Valley, became a vital source of wheat for the miners. Throughout the north, cattle became the key frontier staple. Highway traffic, mines, and cattle herds of the Mesa became exposed targets for plunder by nomads, especially Apaches. (45)

What made this increasingly violent frontier region into a borderland was the arrival of the French at the mouth of the Mississippi in the 1680s. This accentuated the vulnerability of New Spain's northern frontier. The Spanish governor, fearing Indian alliances with the French intruders and more alarmed at the prospect of a French overland threat to Mexican silver (previously, European rivals restricted their attack on the Spanish silver supply to high-seas plunder and maritime contraband), ordered military expeditions to drive the French back up the Mississippi as far as the Missouri. But France's threat was clear: in coming down from the Great Lakes to seal off the English and seeking overland access to New Spain's silver, they encroached on the porous northern frontier and posed a direct challenge to Spanish sovereignty. No longer a Spanish-Indian frontier, this had become an imperial borderland. (46)

Confrontation with France drew Spanish interest to Texas, hitherto a backwater of Iberian concern so long as the silver wealth of central and northern Mexico faced no overland threat. In 1691, Texas was officially created as a frontier province to buffer the "silver provinces." After the War of the Spanish Succession, Spanish officials, with the help of a renegade French trader, Louis Juchereau de Saint-Denis, struggled to reoccupy Texas. The linchpin of borderland policy involved a profound mutation of Spanish approaches to Indian populations. Rather than create vassal subjects through conquest, eighteenth-century Iberian envoys went north with instructions to imitate the French and English patterns of signing treaties with Indians, implying a mutual relationship between autonomous peoples and abandoning the principle of paternalistic pacification. (47)

Treaties and alliance formation did not signify a wholesale revision of imperial policy to indigenes. Spain did not abandon missions and presidios. Guns and bibles, however, made poor substitutes for consumer goods. One of the reasons why Spanish authorities continued to rely on their own, not particularly successful, measures to galvanize Indian loyalty to the crown was the latter's commercial debility. Effective alliances relied less on hortative claims of fealty than on the exchange of goods, either by trade or gifts. Compared to the French, the Spanish had great difficulty using commerce to establish--and defend--an imperial presence. Throughout the empire, French and British contraband sucked the
specie out of Spanish commercial veins. French traders were reported to be crawling all over New Spain's northern frontier, enticing Indians with guns and other goods and thereby weakening Spain's commercial grip on its hinterland.

Spain lost control over more than the terms of intercultural trade. French, and increasingly British, competition in the borderlands comprised only half the problem. The other half came from the very Indians that European competitors displaced from their territorial homelands and then armed. The focal point of conflict was the Apaches, pressed from behind by Comanches, who in turn had been driven out of their homelands on the Great Plains by French-armed Pawnees. Over the course of the eighteenth century, the Apaches responded to this squeeze by trying to block Spanish defensive expansion, relying on two bequests of imperialism: the horse from Spain and the gun from France. The Texan and New Mexican equipoise, with the presidio and mission as outer-edge bulwarks of the Spanish presence, could not withstand Apache raids. Efforts to subdue Apaches by sending conciliatory missionaries failed. Accustomed to conquering sedentary populations, Spanish officials seem never to have understood the implications of Indian access to firearms and horses, nor to have appreciated the changing geo-politics of Indian rivalries. (48)

Imperial warfare was, once again, a watershed. The Seven Years' War forced Spain to adopt more consciously a borderland-style approach to the frontier. This was paradoxical: French defeat in 1762 might have brought relief to northern Mexican outposts; gone were the French trading parties plying their contraband through the silver provinces, gone was the French military threat from Louisiana. Viceregal authorities breathed a premature sigh of relief. They did not account for the defensive agency of Indians themselves, for Comanche-Apache conflict only intensified. Reinforcement and reform did little to alleviate the damage. By the 1770s, these borderlands were becoming a dark and bloody ground. Apache raids struck deep into the heart of Nueva Vizcaya, leaving behind charred remains in the Valle de San Bartolomé, Parras, Saltillo, and the royal mines of Guarisamey. These were not pre-political acts of banditry: many raiding parties were made up of multi-ethnic peoples, Indians, Africans, Europeans, and mestizos, with complex internal hierarchies and elaborate espionage networks. Nor did they sabotage commodity flows: raiding parties systematically sold their loot to rival European buyers. (49)

To such mayhem, the Spanish responded by abandoning all local pretense of paternalistic pacification in favor of a policy of calculated deceit through negotiation. Some Spanish authorities, most notably Viceroy Bernardo de Gálvez, urged the adoption of "the French model," by which he meant that Spain should trade guns with, rather than aim them at, Indians. Of course, this was not reciprocity as the French sometimes practiced it. The Spanish combined this arms trade, lubricated with generous doses of alcohol, to lure the Apaches. For the recalcitrant, Spain's viceregal compañías volantes and thirteen squadrons of provincial militias began a series of devastating battles, crippling Apache autonomy. By the 1780s, the Apaches were both increasingly dependent on Spanish trade and ever more vulnerable to Comanche assaults. In 1790, the Commander in Chief of the Interior Provinces, Jacobo de Ugarte, signed peace treaties with Apache bands all along the western front and into Texas. For the exhausted and war-weary Spanish and Apaches, these pacts ushered in a period of uneasy coexistence. (50)

Thus, by the 1790s, Spain was inching away from paternalistic pacification and adopting a borderland stance of accommodation and reciprocal exchange with Indian peoples. If this signified a more solid Spanish presence in the Rio Grande region, Spain's hold over the territory quickly slipped. The inter-imperial truce after the Seven Years' War provided only short-lived respite from European interloping. Spain lost Florida but kept Cuba; it acquired Louisiana by default, thereby extending silver's buffer into the Mississippi Basin. But U.S. independence in 1783 posed a new problem for Mexico. Just as Spain embraced borderland tactics, the Iberian flank faced the emerging territorial threat of the United States. (51)
Belatedly and ineffectually, Spain turned to the commercial-diplomatic option, the hallmark of a more fully borderland-style approach to Euro-Indian affairs. Presidios became the home for protected Apache families (among many others) who tilled lots and raised livestock that they sold on local markets. Spanish outposts also furnished food and trading goods to allies. Accentuating Indian bargaining power, Iberian policy makers also violated longstanding commitments to monopolistic concessions: viceregal authorities threw open the Mississippi to all licensed Spanish traders, hoping that more active commerce would align Indians with Bourbon authorities. In the end, however, the Spanish merchants' response was unenthusiastic, so the crown created the Missouri Company in 1793 as a conglomerate to meet the Anglo-American threat (although, as we have already noted, most members of this commercial conglomerate were French and not Spanish traders). Patchy efforts to sign treaties coupled with commercial liberalization suggested the genesis of a new frontier policy.\(^{(52)}\)

These borderland ventures of the 1790s added up to too little, too late. Spain never knew how to handle its North American acquisition, partly for lack of experience handling non-tributary aboriginal peoples, and thereby failed to embrace treaties and alliance formation with Indians. Moreover, Spain (like France before it) was unable to sustain the escalating costs of gift giving. Spain ineffectively met the commercial challenge posed initially by French traders and subsequently on an unparalleled scale by Anglo-Americans offering muskets, alcohol, and all manner of cheaper and more useful manufactured goods as gifts and commodities to potential Indian partners. This failure lost Spain a potentially crucial and possibly decisive political resource: tight alliances with the aboriginal population—a pattern mastered by the French and English in their battles over the Great Lakes and the Missouri.

This belated and half-hearted shift from a frontier policy of pacification to borderland accommodation meant that, over the course of a generation, Spain and then independent Mexico lost all its claims from the Ohio to the Rio Grande. First came the French Revolution, whose bellicose fallout hammered the fiscal base of the Iberian war machine on both sides of the Atlantic. In desperation, the Spanish Bourbons opted for diplomatic conniving to thwart competitors swarming from the heartland of North America. Having betrayed his English ally by aligning with France, Charles IV let his chief minister, Manuel de Godoy, curry favor with the United States to prevent open English attacks on its New World possessions. Spain was, above all, alarmed at the threat of the Royal Navy on the seas and British traders' overland penetration. The Treaty of San Lorenzo del Escorial (1795) ceded all Spanish claims to the Ohio Valley and granted American traders free navigation of the Mississippi. This calculation, however, had the combined effect of allowing the spread of U.S. goods into the Spanish borderlands, and left Spain's hitherto allies, the Creeks, Choctaws, and Chickasaws, all within the territory of the United States, thereby losing the confederation of southeast tribes as a buffer against American expansionism. In desperation, fearing both a French invasion of the peninsula and American marauding of the borderlands, Godoy was persuaded by Napoleon to cede Louisiana back to France in the Treaty of San Ildefonso (1800). (To be fair to the otherwise venal minister, the treaty did stipulate that the territory not be transferred to a third party.)

This, the minister hoped, would restore the buffer between the greater Rio Grande and the swarming North American heartland. The gamble backfired: Napoleon, in an effort to galvanize American support (or neutrality) in his rivalry with Great Britain, sold the sprawling province to Jefferson in 1803. New Spain was thrust back into the defensive position it had in 1762. But the menace of American expansion eclipsed anything posed by the French or British in an earlier day.\(^{(53)}\)

By turning its back on local, borderland alliances, Spain exposed itself to shifting, capricious allegiances in Europe. Napoleon betrayed Spain twice over, first by selling the Louisiana territory to the United States and second by duping Ferdinand VII into a false entente in 1808. To be sure, the Spanish crown had been plotting a large-scale settlement of Texas, but the plans never transcended the paper
stage. Viceregal authorities also induced Indians, the Alabamas, Cherokees, Chickasaws, Choctaws, Coushattas, Pascagoulas, Shawnees, and Delawares, from U.S. territories to Texas to create a buffer against rivals. It would be interesting to speculate whether or not these measures might have worked. At best, these were too late. Certainly, Iberian difficulties sent the erstwhile loyal Apache rancherias into their own orbits. Either way, desperate efforts to keep the borderlands were overwhelmed by the constitutional crisis in Spain in 1808 and the long-expected French invasion. (54)

Transatlantic warfare forced Spain into an increasingly borderland-style policy, but the depth of the imperial rivalry over Spain's precious dominions made them prey to interlopers' thirst to claim these possessions as their own. In due course, the borderlands became a bordered land between a hobbled republic to the south and an expanding regime to the north. Ferdinand VII's house arrest at the hands of Napoleon, a spreading insurrection in Central Mexico, and eventually the declaration of Mexican independence by Augustin de Iturbide in 1821 did not lead to a stable constitutional order for a reconstituted political economy. Instead, the vacuum accelerated Mexico's collapse into civil war. Bereft of central authority, Mexico City's grip on the northern borderland slipped. To compound matters, the consolidation of the North American heartland as the site of territorial occupation pushed borderland Indians south and west. The Osages jostled with the Cherokees for shrinking hunting grounds, culminating in fierce raiding and counter-raiding in 1818 and 1819. By 1820, East Texas was dotted with hamlets of Cherokee refugees. To their west, semi-sedentary Wacos, Tawakanis, and Taouayas struggled to defend compressed homelands whose own western flank lay open to mobile and ever more armed Comanches. Indian appeals for Mexican treaties, gifts, and territorial guarantees to stabilize the borderlands fell on the fiscally deafened ears of Mexico City rulers. If the region still seemed like a borderland, it was only because one colonial rival was too weak to stake territorial claims, while the other was too busy inducting the Missouri borderland into its frontier designs. (55)

This was more of a borderland by default than by arrangement. Indians defended their dwindling independence with renewed vehemence. Comanche and Lipar Apaches stepped up their raiding--to which the Cherokees replied with offers to Mexican authorities to help stymie nomad assaults if the Americans could be kept out of Cherokee lands. When Mexico wavered, the Cherokees and Comanches even dallied with the idea of a common alliance against all white authority, to no avail. Eventually, the Comanches went their own way and honed their skills in guerrilla warfare. This was not recidivist war. Comanches used their ability to criss-cross the border for profit. They plundered and stole cattle, selling their booty to the other side. Apaches did the same. The Mexican government countered with an even more gruesome form of commodification: offering pecuniary rewards for Indian piezas, bits of indigenous bodies, like ears, scalps, and heads. The Mexican state created incentives for large private posses and armies to chase down armed borderlanders. The "scalp market" thrived. (56)

Borderland warfare gave way to war over the border. Fearing Anglo-American penetration, northern Mexican authorities invited new occupants, hoping they would become reliable Mexicans and stabilize these unruly provinces. In effect, Mexico City abandoned the remnants of borderland policies in an effort to consolidate Texan allegiance to the south. It backfired, quite like Spain's former gamble in Missouri. Newcomers turned against their political hosts. The Missouri empresario Moses Austin (father of Stephen) set out for San Antonio bearing a proposal to the Texan government (which was still loyal to the fissiparous regime) to settle 300 families in the region. After much wrangling, the Mexican government approved the plan in early 1821. Moses died that year, but Stephen Austin carried out his father's plan. By 1823, settlers were flooding in--to the alarm of local Indians. Cherokees complained to the mayor of Nacogdoches of "illegal" American occupation of their lands. Still, some saw the Cherokees as potential allies against raiding. Stephen, for one, relied on brokers like Richard Fields to secure some measure of Cherokee loyalty. But settler numbers mounted, eviscerating any hope of borderland accommodation. Indian raiding increased; Mexican authority plunged into civil war. Anglo-American,
and even sparse Hispanic dwellers, could not count on protection from the south. It was not long before a local settler chorus rose for switching fealty from Mexico to Washington. (57)

The stage was set first for Texan secession in 1836 and subsequently New Mexico, Arizona, California, Colorado, Utah, and Nevada's annexation to the United States in 1848. An impoverished Mexican state could not secure Indian allies, defend local settlers, or thwart American aggrandizing aims. Texan-American traders like Charles Stillman of Brownsville extended their reach from Matamoros as far as Saltillo and San Luis Potosi, nursing dreams of making the Rio Grande into a great riverine conduit for commerce. Grandiose plans never materialized, but businessmen-cum-frontier consolidators were happy to back a war to incorporate definitively much of the borderland region into the territorial reach of the American republic. In early 1848, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo inscribed the Rio Grande as a border. Within the U.S. side of this line, former Indian lands were given over to occupation and Hispanic ranchos yielded to the surveyors of and claimants to private property. In turn, albeit later during the regime of dictator Porfírio Díaz, the porfiriato (1876-1911), Mexico, too, brought the intra-border region into the domain of an enclosed proprietary structure for capitalist occupation. This did not put an end to the relatively unobstructed border crossings of Indians and Mexicans, but they did so most often in search of a wage rather than to escape commercial colonialism—and they did so precisely because border fixing allowed an entirely different commercial rationale to prevail over the erstwhile borderlands. Either way, border peace brought trans-border collusion among nation-states to curb the mobility and autonomy of borderlanders. For many borderlanders on the Mexican side, public armies and private head hunters waged little less than a war of extermination. (58)

THIS EXPLORATION OF THE TRANSITION in North American history from borderlands to borders has emphasized the connections between imperial competition and intercultural relations. Stated simply, where the former flourished, the latter more likely featured inclusive frontiers. Where European colonial domains brushed up against one another, Indian peoples deflected imperial powers from their original purposes and fashioned economic, diplomatic, and personal relations that rested, if not entirely on Indian ground, at least on more common ground. During the eighteenth century, the Spanish, the French, and the British would not have survived their North American rivalries without Indian allies. As the French struggled to restrict British colonists to the east of the Appalachians, as the Spanish sought to slow the drainage of specie to French and British traders, and as the British worked to enlarge their share of North American resources, each empire had to come to terms with Indian peoples. The French learned the art of intercultural mediation, the Spanish abandoned their longstanding policy of paternalistic pacification, and the British, most ironically, on the eve of the American Revolution, showed signs of mastering the diplomacy of the middle ground. To varying degrees in the borderlands that were the Great Lakes, the lower Missouri Valley, and the Greater Rio Grande, intermarriages and gift exchanges cemented political alliances. (59)

But borderlands born of imperial rivalry and cross-cultural mixing became borders when the costs of ethnic alliances surpassed their benefits and when European empires decayed. The demise of the Great Lakes fur trade and the territorial expansion south of the lakes forced the custodians of the old pays d'en haut to abandon their existing diplomatic commitment to Indian partners in favor of a new diplomatic commitment to the peaceable coexistence of states on either side of an international border. Deprived of imperial rivalry, Indians of the Great Lakes struggled on in a futile effort to defend remaining homelands and to preserve the fraying ligaments of cross-cultural exchange. The same held true for the peoples of the Rio Grande. If the Spanish came late to borderland ways of alliance making, nomadic and pueblo Indians did try to manipulate Bourbon frailty to their advantage—although it was this very weakness of Spanish and later Mexican territorial control that led to annexation by the United States.
Thus Indian agency posed contingencies with which European powers had to contend, forcing them to adapt their expansionist ways. Cross-cultural brokering and conflict shaped but did not determine the patterns of coexistence. In the end, Old World conflicts and eighteenth-century warfare provided the decisive markers for hinterland processes. The crucial turning point in the above narratives came with the age of "democratic revolutions"—a process that sundered all three empires of North America and gave way to liberal statemaking. The American and French revolutions shattered the delicate equipoise of borderland adaptations and put Indian peoples on the permanent defensive. The fate of the Missouri Valley exemplified this aboutface most dramatically. The American Revolution and the Jeffersonian ascendance that followed wrecked generations of syncretic and symbiotic Indian-European arrangements by unleashing a virulent model of homestead property. In Missouri, two rival regimes of occupation converged: one based on slave labor, the other on free, and both had unlimited appetites for land. Thus did Missouri change from borderland to border state. But the conflict between free and slave labor, which for Americans proved to be the biggest difference (and culminated in the carnage of the 1860s), made little difference to Indians, who were displaced by both forms of exclusive occupation.

The Age of Revolution and the ensuing Napoleonic Wars also remapped the borderlands in the Great Lakes and Rio Grande regions. Heightened military conflict not only shattered the French and Spanish regimes in North America and initiated Britain's gradual withdrawal, it also laid waste the rival commercial and intercultural links of the borderlands. As the continental wars spread to North America, culminating in the War of 1812, they wrote the final chapter in the Great Lakes evolution from borderlands to border. Thereafter, border fixing gave way to the birth pangs of Canadian statehood and the coming of age of the American republic.

The War of 1812 finalized American control of the Mississippi Valley as well. Earlier, in a last-ditch effort to retain their foothold in the North American heartland, the Spanish sought to inoculate the Louisiana territory against American expansion by inviting in American pioneers. Paradoxically, this policy created an explosive mix that the Spanish defused by ceding the territory back to the French. Three decades later, Mexico, now independent, repeated the same mistake. In the midst of their own civil strife and struggling to preserve the fealty of northern borderlanders and the integrity of their northern borders, Mexican officials opened the doors of Texas to Anglo-American refugees from the Ohio and Mississippi valleys. Here, too, the upshot of war was a redrawing of international boundaries and remapping of borderlands into borders.

To be sure, borders formalized but did not foreclose the flow of people, capital, and goods. Even if the eclipse of imperial rivalries afforded less space for Indian and métis/mestizo autonomy, the prolonged weakness of nation-states left some room to maneuver. International boundaries remained dotted lines that took a generation to solidify. Up to the 1880s, Apaches flaunted the conventions of border crossing—that is, until General Díaz consolidated Mexico City's hold over the nation's north, and General George Crook managed to contain Geronimo and his followers. Almost simultaneously, the Canadian-United States border solidified. For the Canadian Métis, the surviving extension of the Great Lakes middle ground, border drawing narrowed the range of movement, imperiling their folkways and ultimately setting the stage for the uprising of Louis Riel (1869-70, 1885). Lest readers see Apache resistance or Métis freedom as unique, borders and the consolidation of nation-states spelled the end of autonomy for Yaquis, Comanches, Sioux, Blackfoot, and countless other peoples who once occupied these North American borderlands. Hereafter, the states of North America enjoyed unrivaled authority to confer or deny rights to peoples within their borders.

If borders appeared juridically to divide North American people, they also inscribed in notions of citizenship new and exclusivist meanings. They defined not only external sovereignty but also internal membership in the political communities of North America. Defended by treaties, borders separated new nation-states; they also helped harden the lines separating members from non-members within states.
rights of citizens--never apportioned equally--were now allocated by the force of law monopolized by ever more consolidated and centralized public authority.

For those included, this unleashed new eras of freedom and autonomy; for the excluded, life within nation-states more often meant precisely the opposite--the loss of political, social, and personal status. Furthermore, ossified borders reduced the freedom of "exit," at a minimum the ability to leave and at best the power to play off rival rulers. With the consolidation of the state form of political communities, borderland peoples began the long political sojourn of survival within unrivaled polities.

Over the long run, excluded or marginal former borderlanders began to reconcile themselves to accommodation, and eventually assertion within multi-ethnic or even multinational states (especially in Canada). In the parlance of census takers and apostles of national integration, borderlanders became "ethnics "--minorities distinguished by phenotype or language from the "national" majority. It took some remarkable political dexterity to transform this particularizing and separating category into a basis for challenging the unitary claims of North American national-statists. Of late, the idiom of self-determination has enabled borderlanders to champion the idea of community sovereignty with rights that even transcend nation-states. This, however, is a recent phenomenon, and should not be projected backward onto peoples who, a century ago, cared little for states and less for nations. Whatever lands Indian and métis/mestizo peoples may reclaim will be won as much in national courts as in their own councils. These triumphs, however, will hardly restore the power and autonomy once enjoyed by the peoples in between. (61)
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